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The problem:  

-Weeds growing in maize via a competitive relationship lowering maize yield by 40 %. (Chikoye, 2004).  

 

Proposed solution:  

- genetically editing of maize in order to increase its resistance to glyphosate. 

- spread GM maize and weeds with glyphosate. 

- History (Ren, 2015) 

- Translocated genes: glyphosate-insensitive 5-enolpyruvyl shikimate 3-phosphate synthase  

- Gene sources: a REDISGIN AM79 aroA from Escherichia coli (where the WT sequence was labeled 

WO2009/059485 ).  

Protein Alignment between the two sequences provided with provided label: 

  

DNA alignment between the two: 

 

 



 

- Way of transgenicity: Agrobacterium-mediated transformation: 

I broke that into two phases.  

A- Plasmid construction (insert wanted sequence -n=1335- into the T-DNA assigned 

sequences). the plasmid has many segments that are called VIR + a variable letter w/w/o 

number. Each VIR products facilitate the T-DNA sequence into the plant cell, maize in 

my case. In addition to VIRs, there are different segments (for example: traR) that I 

haven’t look into what they do due time restrains-sorry-.  
B- T-DNA delivery to maize genome.    

 

- Mechanism of action: glyphosate INHBITS EPSPS that mediate PEPEPSP and S3P  EPSP. i.e. it 

kills the plant by blocking their metabolite activity. (acts on Shikimate Pathways).   

 



 

III. Regulatory issues 

 Glyphosate resistance maize mineral content?  No effect on mineral content (Reddy, 2018). 
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